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235x155x21 mm. This item is printed on demand - Print on
Demand Titel. Neuware - Many interesting behaviors of real
physical, biological, economical, and chemical systems can be
described by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Scientific
Computing with Mathematica for Ordinary Differential
Equations provides a general framework useful for the
applications, on the conceptual aspects of the theory of ODEs,
as well as a sophisticated use of Mathematica software for the
solutions of problems related to ODEs. In particular, a chapter
is devoted to the use ODEs and Mathematica in the Dynamics
of rigid bodies. Mathematical methods and scientific
computation are dealt with jointly to supply a unified
presentation. The main problems of ordinary differential
equations such as, phase portrait, approximate solutions,
periodic orbits, stability, bifurcation, and boundary problems
are covered in an integrated fashion with numerous worked
examples and computer program demonstrations using
Mathematica. Topics and Features: Explains how to use the
Mathematica package ODE.m to support qualitative and
quantitative problem solving End-of- chapter exercise sets
incorporating the use of Mathematica programs Detailed
description and explanation of the mathematical procedures
underlying the programs written in Mathematica Appendix
describing the use of ten...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been
designed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically
altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Reta Mur phy
It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there
had not been a worthy of reading through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what
catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Cla ud K r is
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